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1 Preface

This manual introduces important information on installation, use,

maintenance and troubleshooting of the SFJ-261. Customers or a third party

other than the company employees who especially need to read this manual

carefully to ensure optimum operating conditions right from the start.

 For more information, please contact our customer service.

(+86) 21 5087 8057

http://www.evpvacuum.com

1.1 Symbols Used

The meaning of symbols

Operations may cause personal injury that must be operated by

professionals confirmed by the company.

Operations must be strictly in accordance with the manual procedures or

by professionals, otherwise it may lead to malfunctions.

Matters should be paid attention to during daily operations.

…See Chapters

Please carefully read all the chapters of this manual if you use the

instrument for the first time.

The pictures in this manual are for reference only. Under the premise of

not affecting the performance and operation mode, the manufacturer reserves

the right to upgrade products without notice.

To ensure the safety of both operating personnel and instrument, please read

the manual carefully before using.
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2 Overview

Helium Mass Spectrometer Leak Detector is an instrument that aims at fast

positioning and quantitative measurement for leak in a sealed container. The

leak detecting method by helium mass spectrometer has advantages of high

sensitivity, high speed and extensive range of application, comparing with

methods of bubble recognition, pressure attenuation and halogen leak

detection, etc. Moreover, Helium Mass Spectrometer Leak Detector selects

helium which is nontoxic, nondestructive and light inert as the search gas, thus

it is safe and secure. At present, leak detecting technology has been widely

applied in the following fields.

 Scientific research

 Aviation

 Automobile refrigeration

 Military industry

 Analytical instrument

 Power plant

 Nuclear industry

 Pressure container

 Precision machining

 Medical treatment/instrument

 Device or system of vacuum furnace and filming equipment, etc.

 High vacuum and ultrahigh vacuum project

 Semiconductor industry

Helium leak detection mass spectrometer will provide you with a more

effective, economical and accurate leak detection scheme.
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3 Technical Data

3.1 Environmental Data

Form1 Working Environment

 Attention

 Make sure that this product has been safely grounding before using and

it is prohibited to apply it without grounding. Any damage to instrument or

personnel casualty caused by using without safely grounding, our company

shall undertake no responsibility.

 There is no high magnetic field, strenuous vibration or corrosive gas;

good ventilation in chamber is very important for fear of helium interference.

 It must unplug the power cord and wait for more than 40minutes when

moving the machine, otherwise, molecular pump will be affected.

 Special Attention

When using an external auxiliary vacuum system, please make sure that the

leak detector is in standby state; otherwise, it may cause oil back-streaming

from mechanical to molecular pump.

Modes Environmental Parameters Limiting Conditions

SFJ-261

Permissible ambient temperature 10～40℃
Relative humidity ＜80%
Mains voltage; Mains frequency Single-phase,

220V±10% ;50Hz
Maximum power consumption 5A
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3.2 Technical Parameters

Form 2 Performance Parameters of Instrument

Modes Performance Parameters Parameter Values

SFJ-261

Smallest detectable leak rate

（ Pa·m3/s ）

5×10-13

Detectable gas He4

Response time (s) ≤1

Start-up time（min） ≤3

Measuring range （Pa.m3/s） 1×10-2～1×10-13

Maximum inlet pressure（Pa） 1500

Maximum pressure for mass
spectrum tube（Pa）

3×10-4

Large leak detection Basic model does not

have this function

Wireless handheld device Optional

double filaments automatic

switching

Yes

Backing pump ULAC GHD-31B

Molecular pump Pfeiffer SplitFlow80

Small handcart Standard

Dimension(width /depth /height) 590 *484 *322
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4 Instrument Introduction
4.1 Gas Route System

Figure1 Schematic Diagram of the Instrument system

Form3 Description of Components

Component Name of component Description

Pump 2 Molecular pump
Helping the mass spectrometry chamber to obtain
high vacuum

P2
Electrical resistance
gauge

Measuring vacuum values of molecular pump
exhaust port

V4 Solenoid valve Ultra detection valve

V3 Solenoid valve Fine detection valve

Pump 1 Mechanical pump Gaining gross vacuum
V1 Solenoid valve Gross detection valve
V2 Solenoid valve Pre-vacuum pump

V6 Solenoid valve Air evacuation valve

Standard leak Standard leak Inner calibration leak of leak detector
V5 Solenoid valve Standard leak valve
P1 Vacuum gauge A transducer to measure leak port pressure

Leak port Inlet
Connection of tested work pieces and leak
detector

MS
Mass spectrometry
chamber

Cavity of ion flight

Standard

Leak Port

Pump 2

Pump 1
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4.2 Electronic System

RS232/485数传模块

CPU

Figure2 Schematic Diagram of Electronic System

Input
ModuleOutput Control

Module

Control
Module

Display
Module

Power Supply
Module of Ion

Form 4 Functions of Modules

Name of Module Function Description
CPU CPU is the core of entire electronic system, which

coordinates all kinds of operation.
Display Module Indicates leak rate and pressure, etc.

Control Module Input with press key to accomplish corresponding
operation.

Input Module Sampling data and transferring it to CPU.

RS232 Date
Transmission Module

Communicate with exterior 232 equipment and
connect with wire controller.

Output Control
Module

Control relay and action of electromagnetic valve to
realize leak detection, shutdown, etc. and gas path
switching as well.

Power Supply Module
of Ion

Control power supply of ion source.

RS232/485 Date Transmission Module
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4.3 Workflow of System

4.3.1 Start-up Flow：

Rough vacuum 300 seconds

Start-up the
molecular pump

Error (waiting for
power-on again)

molecular pump 300 seconds

Power on

Ion source power-on
Error (waiting for
power-on again)

Succeed?Retry

Retried
times>10?

Error (waiting for
power-on again)

Implement the leak
detection process
after start-up:

，

Y N

N

YY

N
Y

N

YY

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Remarks:
During the start-up process, only V1
shall be opened and the other valves
shall be closed. Please check the unit or
contact the manufacturer if any valve is
still opened; please contact the
manufacture if the system is in an
abnormal condition and fails to start-up
after several restarting process.
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4.3.2 Leak Detection Flow

Figure4 Leak Detection flow
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4.4 Operation Panel

Zeroing

Stop

Start

Figure5 Panel

Form5 Description of Panel

4.5 External Interface

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Figure 6 External Interface Distribution

Name Designation Remarks
Liquid
crystal
panel

Display
operation

For displaying the current running status, you can
change the parameters by touching to switch the
display screen.

Start/stop Button Start/stop button. Press for long time can let the air
into the league inlet so you can change your object.

Zeroing Button Automatically deduct the current value by pressing,
long press for cancelling the zeroing process.

Liquid Crystal Panel
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Form 6 Description of External Interface

NO. Components Remarks

1 Power supply
Interface

Power interface includes: switch/ fuse/power jack

2 Analog output Analogue output of leak rate signal

3 485 interface 485 communication interface

4 I/O input/ output

interface

External control、internal output interface

5 Remote control

interface

Remote control interface

6 232 interface 232 communication interface

7 USB interface USB communication interface

8 Exhaust port Mechanical pump exhaust port

4.5.1 Analog Output Interface

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Figure 7 Distribution of Analog Output Interface

Form 7Analog Output Interfaces
NO. Remarks
1 AO-1
2 AGND
3 AGND
4 AO-2
5 GND
6 Audio （+）
7 Audio（-）
8 GND
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 Linear Model

AO-1: Leakage signal linear analog output (Unit: V)

【（12-exp）×5041+base×504】*10/65535

AO-2：Empty。

 Exponential Model:

AO-1: Leak rate signal base (Unit: V);【base×10×655】*10/65535

AO-2：Leak rate signal base (Unit: V);【（12-exp）×5041】*10/65535

4.5.2 Remote Control Interface、232 Interface

Interface:BD9 （Male）

Figure8 RS232 Interface Figure9 Remote Control Interface

4.5.3 RS485 Interface
A B GND

RS485

RS485

Figure10 RS485 Interface
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4.5.4 I/O Input/ Output Interface

Interface: DB25 (Female)
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Figure11 I/O Interface Distribution and External Wiring

5 Instrument Operations

 Transport the instruments to the leak detection field;

 Provide the power of 220V+±10% and 50Hz; guarantee connects to the

earth;

 Prepare three prong socket and ensure the capacity of the socket is

greater than250V *10A

 Prepare helium, spray gun and other fittings such as corrugated tube and

clamping band, etc.

5.1 Basic Operation Instruction

5.1.1 Start-up
Block the inlet port with special plug, get access to the power supply and press

the power switch to the position of "一", and then the instrument begins to
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impose the electricity.

The equipment displays the start-up screen as follows:

Picture 12

After several seconds, it will be into the monitoring screen as follows:

Picture 13

HeliumMass Spectrometer Leak Detector
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Form 8 The display items in start-up screen:

It is displayed as follows after the start-up:

Picture 14

The items in standby screen:

Form 9 Definitions of Items

NO. Designation Remarks

1 Test Mode
Indicate the current leak detection working
mode(vacuum/ Sniffer mode)

2 Leak Port
Pressure

Display the current pressure value of the leak
detection port

3 Exhaust Port
Pressure Pressure on molecule pump exhaust port

4
Alarm

Volume
Display the alarm volume of the speaker

5 Alarm Target Display alarm value setting

No. Designation Remarks

1 Start-up Time Display the elapsed time from power-on

2
Leak Port
Pressure Pressure of leak detection port

3
Exhaust Port
Pressure

Pressure of Molecule Pump Exhaust
Port
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6 Leak Rate Display the current actual leak rate of the Mass
Spectrographic Lab

7

Number (of

Products to

be inspected)

Number the detected products by click the figures

behind (space is forbidden)

If there is any abnormal condition, it will automatically enter into the alarm

window as follows:

Picture 15

The most likely causes for these faults will be listed that users can solve the

problems according to the instructions, if you cannot rule out these faults, then

you can contact the manufacturer for maintenance.

If the device is standby mode, it is illustrated that the system boot has been

completed.

 If the instrument is first being used or stopped using for a long time and

used again, the remaining gas in the mass spectrum chamber may cause longer

start-up time. It is suggested not to connect the leak detection vent to

atmosphere directly and use the special casing cap to block it.

Alarm Hint
Error Code: 01
Detail:
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5.1.2 Parameter Setting

Click in the state of standby, enter the figure below:

Picture 16

Click [password verifying], then enter the figure below:

Picture 17

 Password levels can be divided into low-level and high-level. Different

password levels will enter different area. Customers can set parameters

by low-level while manufacturer by high-level (Customers are advised

not to modify parameters in high-level password area)

Input correct low-level password to enter the following:
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Picture 18

Input correct high-level password to enter the following:

Picture 19

Parameters can be set while entering the above screen;

If you want to change into the main screen, please click

Please click or to page.
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5.1.3 Alarm Value Setting

Click [Alarm Value] then enter alarm value setting screen as following:

Picture 20

Form 10 Definition of Parameters

No. Designation Remarks

1 Upper limit After the alarm value set , when the actual leak rate
value is greater than this value, there will be alarm

2 Alarm Delay Can set the seconds of alarm delay

3 Alarm Relay

Disable: The output of relay action is not allowed if
it is alarms
Enable : The output of relay action is allowed if it is

alarms

4
Active

Channel

Choose channel, alarm 2 for example, then the leak

rate value of [Data Manage] in system setting is the

same as the corresponding channel value. The

testing result displayed NG when the actual leak

rate vale is larger than the corresponding channel

value; conversely, the result is OK.

 Click the to-be-modified data and then enter the set alarm value on the

pop-up keyboard.
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 To enter: For 1.0×10-10, you can click the position of the base number of

1.0, press [1], and press [.] [0] and then press [ENT] to confirm the input.

To set the indictor of 10, input the corresponding value on the keyboard

according to the location of the indicator. After the input, if you want to

return to the main screen of the monitor, please click , if you want to

re-configure the new settings items, please click to enter into the

set options.

5.1.4 Volume Setting

When the instrument enters configuration options, press the [Volume], the

following screen appears:

Picture 21

Volume: press [＞] or [＜]to choose mute, small, middle or high;

Mode: press [＞] or [＜] to choose normal or change;

Alarm when stopped: press [＞] or [＜] to choose stop or allow;

5.1.5 Instrument Calibration

When the instrument enters [System Setting] in shutdown or standby mode,

press the [Calibration Settings] and enter into the following screen:
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Picture 22

 Calibration Mode: External standard leak (without switch), External

standard leak (with switch), internal standard leak; it is recommended to

use an external standard leak (without switch) when you have external

calibration. Internal one means calibrating by the inner standard leak of

leak detector.

 Test Leak Value: Input the standard leak values according to the values

displayed on calibration standard \ leak, and please note that the standard

leak unit is Pa • m3 / s.

 Leak Hole Test: open/ close, press the start button after completion of the

internal standard leak calibration, the instrument will automatically

detects the internal standard leak value and verify the calibration value.

 Calibration in vacuum mode, click [vacuum calibration] to conduct

vacuum standard leak automatic calibration.

 Calibration in sniffer mode, click [sniffer calibration] to enter the

following parameter setting screen:
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Picture 23

 [1.5 * 10-7Pa·m3/S] is the standard leak value in sniffer calibration mode, the

value should be set as standard leak hole value while having sniffer calibration.

 Suction gun press: detect suction gun press.

 Suction gun leak press: detect suction gun leak press.

 Click [sniffer calibration], enter the following screen:

Picture 24

Put sniffer around the leak, press “get signal” when stably;

Put sniffer away the leak, press “get background” when stably;
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5.1.6 Filter Mode Settings
When the instrument enters [System Setting] in shutdown or standby mode, press the

[Filter], the following screen appears:

Picture 25

 Change filter mode by clicking [＞]or[＜]

Dynamic Filtering: Dynamic filtering is of high precision, but somewhat it

has a slower response time.

Static Filtering: The static filtering is volatile, but the speed is faster.

 Users can choose according to the actual situation.

5.1.7 Leak Detection Mode
When the instrument enters [System Setting] in shutdown or standby mode,

press the [Test Mode], the following screen appears:
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Picture26

 Test Mode: vacuum/ sniffer;

Vacuum mode includes negative pressure leak detection

Sniffer Mode: positive pressure leak detection of work pieces

 Halt Mode: stop bleeding, bleeding, check detection stops whether the

leak port bleeds.

 Light Select: auto、Num1、Num2; The parameters changed to take effect

while the instrument must be turned off and restart.

 Work Cycle Set: when it is set to "0", detection time of the instrument is

not limited, which can be stopped only by manual control; when set

other numbers, the instrument will be automatically stopped when time

is off.

 Press: the pressure of leak vent when open V4 valve

 Delay Record: Record delay time of instrument staying on the main

screen and only record once (Remarks: when the work cycle is set other

numbers other than zero, it must be set not less than delay time)

5.1.8 Zeroing Mode

When the instrument enters [System Setting] in shutdown or standby mode,

press the [Zero Mode], the following screen appears:
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Picture 27

Change parameter settings by clicking [＞]or[＜];

 Zero Mode

Automatic: after the waiting time when the leak detection valve is

opened, the system automatically enters into the zeroing mode

(automatic deduction of current value).

Manual: It is required to press [zeroing] on the panel to enter into the

mode of deduction of current value.

Time: In automatic mode, it will enter into the mode of deduction of

current value after this time.

 Zero Level

After entry into the mode of automatic deduction of current value, the

display value will be the value of the indicator before the deduction

minus this setting value.

 Zero Model:

Settled Value: after zeroing, the display value will be the setting value

5.1.9 Machine Factors

When the instrument enters [System Setting] in shutdown or standby mode,

press the [Factors], the following screen appears:
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Picture 28

Change parameter settings by clicking numbers.

Machine factors of both vacuum mode and sniffer mode, the default is “1”.

5.1.10 Unit Settings

When the instrument enters [System Setting] in shutdown or standby mode,

press the [Unit], the following screen appears:

Picture29

Change parameter settings by clicking [＞]or[＜]
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5.1.11 Communication Settings

When the instrument enters [System Setting] in shutdown or standby mode,

press the [Communicate], the following screen appears:

Picture 30

 Baud rate of serial port 1: 9600、19200、38400、57600、115200.

Baud rate of serial port 2: 9600、19200、38400、57600、115200， it is

recommended to use the default 9600, otherwise it may cause low

communication stability.

 Protocol: MODBUS、Protocol 1、Protocol 2

 Change parameter settings by [＞]or[＜]

 When connected to a handheld device, baud rate of Serial port 2 is set to

9600, the Protocol is set to Protocol 1

5.1.12 Output Setting

When the instrument enters [System Setting] in shutdown or standby mode,

press the [Output], the following screen appears:
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Picture 31

Vacuum Relay 1: according to leak port vacuum value, output the state of

open or close.Vacuum Relay 2: according to leak port vacuum value, output

the state of open or close.

Vacuum relay output enable: allow vacuum state account output by I/0 input/

output interface or not

Change parameter setting by clicking [＞] or [＜] (unit is mbar)

5.1.13 Time Setting

When the instrument enters [System Setting] in shutdown or standby mode,

press the [Date＆Time], the following screen appears:

Picture 32

To modify the time, you can directly input the figures on the keyboard.
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5.1.14 Password Setting

When the instrument enters [System Setting] in shutdown or standby mode,

press the [Password], the following screen appears:

Picture 33

Type a new set of low-level password in the password setting area.

After set this value, it will be prompted to enter the correct password while

entering the parameter setting screen or else it could not enter.

5.1.15 Leak Accuracy

When the instrument enters [System Setting] in shutdown or standby mode,

press the [Accuracy], the following screen appears:

Picture 34
Change parameter settings by [＞]or[＜];
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Leak Accuracy: Auto, high, middle, low;

Different accuracy will open different leak valves; "automatic" is suggested

here if there is no special request.

5.1.16 Display Range

When the instrument enters [System Setting] in shutdown or standby mode,

press the [Display], the following screen appears:

Picture 35

Change parameter settings by [＞]or[＜]

The lower limit displayed respectively in vacuum and sniffer mode is the value

in corresponding mode.

Leak Accuracy: here the value indicates digits behind the decimal point of leak

rate.

5.1.17 SYS Relay

When the instrument enters [System Setting] in shutdown or standby mode,

press the [Relay Set], the following screen appears:
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Picture 36

 Change parameter settings by [＞]or[＜]

 Relay output control enable: disable, able; to control the leak rate alarm

and state output. (see 4.5.3 I/O input and output interface )

 Analogue output model: line, log，instrument leak rate output. (see 4.5.1

analogue output interface )

5.1.18Language Setting

When the instrument enters [System Setting] in shutdown or standby mode,

press the [Language], the following screen appears:

Picture 37

Language Setting: Simplified Chinese, American English.
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5.1.19 External Control

When the instrument enters [System Setting] in shutdown or standby mode,

press the [External], the following screen appears:

Picture 38

External Control Enable: Enable、Disable

External Control Model: TTL 、 PPS ( See 4.5.3 I/O input and output

interfaces)

5.2 Leak detection (vacuum method)

When the instrument is in shutdown or standby mode, press the [Start] button

and wait for the -pumping of the work pieces, and then it will be into the

following screen:

Picture 39
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If the V1 valve is opened, you can carry out helium spray large leak detection

on the work pieces; if V4 valve is opened, you can carry out helium spray

micro leakage detection on the work pieces (4.3.2 leak detection process).

The leak detection screen displays as follows:

Picture 40

At this point, you can carry out helium spray leak detection on the detected

work pieces, the leak rate value will be indicated in the leak rate indication

area.

Click the button [Wave] on the top right of the homepage into the leak rate

curve picture.

Picture 41
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5.2.1 Standard Leak Calibration

Connect the standard leak to the leak detection port, then the instrument will

enter [System Setting] in shutdown or standby mode, press the [Calibration

Settings] and enter into the following screen:

Picture 42

Input the standard leak values according to the values displayed on calibration

standard leak, and please note that the standard leak unit is Pa • m3 / S.

After input is completed, please press back to set other parameters, and

press [vacuum calibration] to conduct vacuum calibration.

Picture 43
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Wait for the instrument to automatically acquire the signal, collect the

background and then complete calibration, and finally return to the standby

screen.

When leak testing is set to "on", firstly press the "Start" button in standby

mode, the instrument will verify the internal standard leak detection.

5.2.2 System State

Click in the lower left corner of the touch screen to enter the system

status screen, you can check the current parameter settings, status indicators of

the instrument.

Picture 44

Press or to page.

Picture 45
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5.2.3 Date Management

Entering [system setting], press [Date Manage], the following screen appears:

Picture 46

 Data Download: connect USB to the external interface of leak detector,

press the touch button , you can download data from detector after

confirmation.

 Data Deletion: press the touch button can delete the stored data of

leak detector.

5.2.4 Zero adjustment (zero alignment)

If the instrument is in a leak detection state, it may press the “zero adjustment”

key to deduct current background signal and adjust the reading of instrument

as absolute leaking rate.

5.2.5 Stop

Under the stand-by and leak detection condition, press “STOP” key to enter

into a shut off state of instrument. Press the Set Button consistently to open the

deflation valve and inflate air into the leak detection port, so as to replace the detected work

pieces.

5.2.6 Shutdown and Power Cut

Confirms that the instrument displays “STOP " after leak detection process is
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finished; block the leak detection vent with special casing cap; press the power

off key of housing and pull out the plug.

5.3 Other Operations for Leak Detection

5.3.1 Inhalation Method Leak Detection
Operation of leak detection by inhalation is basically the same with spraying

method. The different shall be: the leak detection vent is not connected with

the work piece but special suction gun. The concrete operation is that the

detected work piece shall be filled with mixture of helium or helium - nitrogen

(air ); connects the special suction gun to the leak detection vent and press the

“leak detection” key; levels the suction gun to the leakage point. If the leakage

is greater than the setting value, the instrument shall alarm automatically.

5.3.2 Back-pressure Method Leak Detection

Operation of leak detection by back pressure is basically the same with

spraying method. The different shall be: the work piece does not press the

helium first and then put the work piece into the leak detection pot and

implement the leak detection process.

6 Maintenance

6.1 Leak Rate Calibration

Calibrate the leak rate when using it after it stays unused for a long time.

Please refer to 3-1-2 leak calibration.

6.2 Mechanical Pump Maintenance
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oil-way plug

MIN

MAX

Oil drain plug

oil

Picture 47

Observe the mechanical pump oil level at certain intervals as shown in the

figure above. Make sure the oil level in above MIN and add oil to the

mechanical pump if the oil level is below MIN and replace any brown black

oil.

Operate as follows:

 Turn off the instrument and open the casing.

 To fill oil: Take off the oil-way plug and then fill in the special

mechanical pump oil through the hole while making sure the oil will not

exceed the MAX line. Put back the oil-way plug again.

 To replace oil: First take off the oil-way plug and then the oil drain plug,

exhaust the oil out of the pump internal, and put back the oil drain plug.

6.3 Maintenance of Molecular Pump

Molecular pumps are precision machinery, for carrying, please handle with

care, please note that the inner part of the pump body should be kept tidy, If

you accidentally put the dirts into the pump body, you should clean it

promptly with special cleaning fluid and tools.

The maintenance of molecular pump should be carried out under the guidance

of professional staff, if there are other unauthorized damage to the equipment,

the company will not bear the consequences.
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6.4 MS Tube and Ion Source Cleaning

Please contact the manufacturer or seller for any contamination to the mass

spectrum tube over long time service of the instrument.

7 Common Failures and Solutions

Form 11

Type of Failure Symptom of Failure Check & Solution

Power

No display after power on
Mechanical pump not
work
Diffusing fan not work

If power socket up to AC 220V
If plug in good contact with socket
If power switch is contacted
If protection tube is damaged

No display after power on
Mechanical pump works

Check if transformer in electrical box has
a loose contactor;
Check if connecting wire to module is
loosed

Fan Fan not work
Check if fan is normal
Check if fan socket is untight

Mechanical
Pump

Displays after power on;
mechanical pump not
work

Check power to mechanical pump
Check mechanical pump

Abnormal sound in
mechanical pump

Check connecting hoops of mechanical
pump
Check if leak detect port is sealed
Check oil level of mechanical pump

Mechanical pump not OK Check if there’s large leakage

Molecular Pump Molecular Pump not OK
Check power
Check signal wire to molecular pump
Check if joints on molecular pump is
well connected

Display Wrong display; no display Check power of display module

Leak detect
port vacuum

Leak detect port cannot be
vacuumized down Check solenoid valve V2

Filament
Ion source

Filament won’t be
Powdered

Check molecular pump
Check socket of ion source
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Ion source powdered
again and again Check socket of ion source

Button
Button not work Check if button is broken

Instrument keeps buzzing Check if any button stays down

Please contact the manufacturer or seller for any failure not included in the

table above.

Form 12 Error code and removal

Error code Implication Possible reasons Check & Removal

E01 Filament protection

1. Pressure fluctuations of leak
port during leak

2. Large leakage during leak
detection

Restart the device

E02
Repeat evacuation for
too many times in
standard leak detection

1. Leak port pressure cannot
be extracted, not well
connected or leak failure.

2. Valve 2 is not opened or not
completely opened.

1. Check if there’s
large leakage

2. Check valve2

E03

Unable to obtain
signal for standard
leak detection is
overtime

Leak detect port cannot be
vacuumized down

Check if inner or
outer standard leak
is well connected

E04

Unable to obtain
background signal for
standard leak
detection is overtime

Calibration signal has been very
strong, or standard leak valve V5
cannot fasten properly.

Check if standard
leak valve can
normally open and
close

E05

Calibrate under
vacuum mode, the
difference of
background signal and
signal is too small

Standard leak is out of work or
filament aging.

Check Standard
leak or ion source

E06

Calibrate under
vacuum mode, the
background signal is
larger than signal

Standard leak is out of work or
filament aging

Check Standard
leak or ion source
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E07

Calibrate under sniffer
mode, the difference
of background signal
and signal is too small

Helium background in the
environment is too high;
Standard leak is out of work or
filament aging.

Standard leak
detection after
helium
background in the
environment
decline; contact
with the
manufacturer

E08

Calibrate under sniffer
mode, the background
signal is larger than
signal

Helium background in the
environment is too high;
Standard leak is out of work or
filament aging.

Standard leak
detection after
helium
background in the
environment
decline; contact
with the
manufacturer

E09
The valve switches too
many times in
standard leak detection

Standard leak has bad
connection or damage

Check standard
leak

E10
Sensor value of leak
port is too small

Sensor of leak port has bad
connection or damage

Check vacuum
gauge of leak port

E11
Repeat evacuation for
too many times in leak
detection

Leak detect port cannot be
vacuumized down or the port is
not well connected

Check if there is
large leakage;
check the leak port

E12
The valve switches too
many times in leak
detection

The vacuum of leak detection
port is not stable or the
workpiece is too large

Please set leak port
accuracy to “low”;
or contact with the
manufacturer

E13
The inlet port pressure
of mechanical pump is
too high

Air into the mechanical pump Restart the device

E14
The inlet port pressure
fluctuation of
mechanical pump

Resistance gauge is not well
connected

Check resistance
gauge

E15
Filament cannot be
powered

Filament open circuit or not well
connected

Check ion source

E16 Start-up time out
Molecular pump cannot be
normally powered on

Check molecular
pump

E17
When V1 opens, air
suddenly into the
mechanical pump

Connect to work pieces correctly and then Restart the
device
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E18
When V3 opens, air
suddenly into the
mechanical pump

E19
When V4 opens, air
suddenly into the
mechanical pump

Connect to work pieces correctly and then restart the
device

E20
High-voltage anode
error

Check anode power supply, ion source cable or
filament plate

E21 Low emission current Press stop button and restart the device

E22 High emission current Press stop button and restart the device

E23
filament plate 24V
failure

Check filament plate

E24
filament plate 80V
failure

Check filament plate

E25
Molecular pump is not
ready

Check pre-vacuum and molecular pump

E26
Molecular pump
communication failure

Check communication lines and main board

E27
Molecular pump
communication
timeout

Check communication lines and main board

E28 Sniffer block Check sniffer filter

E29 Sniffer leak
Please check if the pressure of leak port>300pa after
leak detection

Touch screen: no
response

1. Looking for a U disk that can be read by the system;
2. To create a new document TC.WAYEE（Note: the
suffix is WAYEE，you can create a new document
TC.txt, and then change the suffix into WAYEE）
3. Connect the U disk to the instrument USB port;
4. Restart the device, please wait for about 5 seconds
in standby, and then press calibration.
5. After calibration is done, please unplug the U disk
and restart the instrument.

Note: Please contact the manufacturer or seller for any failure not included in

the table above.
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8 Appendix

8.1 Communication Protocol

 Protocol format

COMMAND <CR>

PARAMETER n1 n2 n3 …. <CR>

<CR> indicates carriage return, HEX value 0X0D, all the data are in
ASCII mode.

 Read the leak rate and state instructions

LR<CR>,G4<CR>

Return data format: LR=1.00E-09 MEAS<CR>

LR=1.00E-09 indicates leak rate

There is a space behind, the blank space after data might be:

 MEAS: The current state of leak detector is in leak detection state

 STBY: The current state of leak detector is in standby state

 CALI: The current state of leak detector is in calibration state

 ACCL: The current state of leak detector is in start-up state

 ERRO: The current state of leak detector is in error condition

 TSTC: The current state of leak detector is in standard leak test state

 Leak detector zeroing instruction

ZERO<CR>

Return data format：OK<CR>

Leak detector may response after successfully zeroing

 Leak detector zeroing instruction cancelled

ZERO<CR>

Return data format：OK<CR>

Leak detector may response after successfully cancelled zero.
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 Read leak rate instruction

G1<CR>

Return data format：1.00E-09 <CR> return data format

1.00E-09 indicates leak rate

 Read status instruction

S1<CR>

Return data format: MEAS<CR>

 MEAS: The current state of leak detector is in leak detection state

 STBY: The current state of leak detector is in standby state

 CALI: The current state of leak detector is in calibration state

 ACCL: The current state of leak detector is in start-up state

 ERRO: The current state of leak detector is in error condition

 STOP: The current state of leak detector is in halt mode

 Instruction of leak detector starting to detect

START<CR>

Return to data format：OK<CR>

Return to data list

OK: instruction of starting detect is successful

ER01: instruction of starting detect is not successful, and leak

detector is not in standby state.

 Instruction of leak detector stopping to detect

STOP<CR>

Return to data format： OK<CR>

Return to data list

OK: instruction of stopping detect is successful
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ER01: instruction of starting detect is not successful, and leak

detector is not in detection state.

 Read working state of leak detector

S2<CR>

Return data format: 8个 BYTE value <CR> eg:00100001<CR>,

high in the former and low in the latter

BYTE7: 0= the current leak rate does not exceed the alarm value;

1= the current leak rate exceeds one of the four alarm values

BYTE6: 0= the leak detector is not in start-up state; 1=the leak

detector is in start-up state

BYTE5: in reserve

BYTE4: in reserve

BYTE3: in reserve

BYTE2: 0= the leak detector is not in detection state，1=he leak

detector is in detection state

BYTE1: 0= external control disable; 1= external control enable

BYTE0: 0=vacuum mode; 1= sniffer mode

 Read relay state of leak detector

S3<CR>

Return data format: 8个 BYTE value <CR> eg:00100001<CR>,

high in the former and low in the latter

BYTE7: in reserve

BYTE6: 0= alarm value1 relay non-operate; 1= alarm value1

relay operate

BYTE5: 0= alarm value2 relay non-operate; 1= alarm value2

relay operate

BYTE4: 0= alarm value3 relay non-operate; 1= alarm value3

relay operate BYTE3: 0= alarm value4 relay non-operate; 1=
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alarm value4 relay operate

BYTE2: in reserve

BYTE1: in reserve

BYTE0: 0=system error relay non-operate; 1= system error relay

operate

 Read the instruction of the current leak port pressure

G3<CR>

Return data format, 1.0E-5<CR>

1.0E-5 indicates the current vacuum value.

 Read leak rate unit instruction

G5<CR>

Return data format，1<CR>

0=Pa.m3/S

1=mbar.l/s

2=atm.cc/s

 Read vacuum unit instruction

G6<CR>

Return data format，1<CR>

0=Pa

1=mbar

2=atm

 Set alarm value1 instruction

U13412<CR>

U1, indicate the setting alarm value 1

34, indicates the base of leak rate alarm value is 3.4

12 indicates the index of leak rate alarm value is 12.
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U13412 indicate the setting alarm value is 3.4E-12

The base of alarm value is 10～99

The index of alarm value is 00～12

Return data format：OK<CR>

 Set alarm value 2 instruction

U23412<CR>

Return data format：OK<CR>

 Set alarm value3 instruction

U33412<CR>

Return data format: OK<CR>

 Set alarm value4 instruction

U43412<CR>

Return data format: OK<CR>

 Set filter mode instruction

U50<CR>

U5 indicates filter modes

0 indicates dynamic filter

1 indicates static filter

Return data format: OK<CR>

 Serial port control calibration

EXT CAL<CR>

Return data normally <OK> or no return

 Serial port test leak

TESTC<CR>

Normal return OK<CR>
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Incorrect return ER01<CR>

 Set volume

U615<CR>

Return data format: OK<CR>

 Set standard leak value

U81508<CR>

Return data format: OK<CR>

 Set leak detection mode

U91<CR>

0=automatic

1=gross

3=fine

Return data format: OK<CR>

8.2 Instrument Dimension

Picture 48
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9 After-sales Service

Shanghai EVPVacuum Technology Co., Ltd.

Tel：+86 5087 8057

Fax: +86 5087 8169

Address: NO.1295, Xinjinqiao Road, Pudong New District, Shanghai, China.

Postal Code: 201206
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